




































































































































































































































































































































































































































What is the uniqueness of the clinical
TSUKINARI,…Ryosuke
　"Clinical"…is…a…special…place.…How…much,…working…trying…to…reach…the…language…for…clinical,…
it…has…always…something… that…can…not…be…expressed.… I… feel… something… that…can…not…be…
expressed…is…the…only…involved…persons…in…clinical…practice.…
　Today,…modern…science…has…occupied… the…center…of… the…knowledge,… the…perspective…
of…whether…or…not… it… is…scientifically…make…a…significant…difference.…This… trend… is…also… in…
the…medical… field… is…a… significant,… evidence…（scientific…basis）… level… is…determined… for…a…
variety…of… interventions,… it…has…become…a…guiding…principle… in… the…clinical.…However,… in…
clinical…practice,… rather… than…proceed… to… the… intervention…on… the…grounds… that…a…high…
level…of…evidence,…nor…is…it…choose…not…to…intervene…on…the…grounds…that…low.…Is…only…about…
consult,… individual… intervention… is…rich… in… individualism.…The…reason… is… that… there… is…also…




the… individual…experience.…The…researchers…asked…the…universality,… the…clinician…to… focus…
on…individuality.…Both…of…universality…and…individuality…is…also…a…major…theme…of…the…human…
race… to…date,…major… theme…that…can…not…be… the…solution… is,… it… takes…pressure…heavier… in…
rehabilitation…medicine.…In…this…background,…first…of…all…observed…for…uniqueness…of…clinical,…
we…considered…it…necessary…to…share.
　In…this…paper,…the…uniqueness…of…the…clinical…order…to…relief,…were…compared…the…difference…
of…knowledge…of…clinical…and…research…and…science.…Also,…I…discussed…the…clinical…uniqueness…
from…the…point…of…view,…such…as…share…and…evaluation…of…clinical…experience.
